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two wills. All the efforts of a policy which aimed at peace and
conciliation only served to make the 'dualism' more pro-
nounced. The wish had been to translate, explain, expur-
gate, tone down the definition of Chalcedon of which the
'Two Natures' formed the stumbling-block. And in the
result orthodoxy, more exigent than ever and more provoca-
tive, imposed on men's consciences three 'dyads' in place of
one. At the same time the West revolted against the lawful
Emperor. It is not difficult to understand the anger of
Constans, the arrest, trial, and banishment of Martin and
other martyrs of orthodoxy. But Monothelitism was de-
feated, because after the Arab conquest of Armenia it
appeared to be at once useless and dangerous. Constantine
IV surrendered: he accepted the Roman formulas, and at the
Sixth Oecumenical Council (Constantinople 7 Nov. 680—
16 Sept. 68 r) an 'aggravated Chalcedon'. This was a
repetition, in the sphere of theology, of the adieu of Hera-
clius: 'Farewell Syria, farewell for ever!'; but that farewell
was now extended to the Churches of all those territories
which after centuries of religious disaffection were finally
lost to the Empire.1
conclusion
Chalcedon triumphed, but over ruins: it triumphed
despite the power and the genius of Zeno, of Anastasius, of
Justinian, of Theodora, and of Heraclius who for more than
two centuries had sought with admirable devotion and
perfect clear-sightedness to disarm hatreds, to conciliate the
rival mysticisms. They had matched themselves against
forces which were too strong for them. It has been urged
that the losses sustained by the Empire in the seventh
century did in one sense but strengthen the consciousness of
Byzantine unity. It is certain that they made of it essentially
a Greek State, its Latin possessions in the West being more
and more eroded by invasion. And the faith of East Rome is
crystallized. Men forgot the history of the 'sublime' con-
troversies of the past: they remembered only the creeds of
1 This fifth act of the Christolog-ical drama had a brief epilogue in 712 under
an Armenian usurper, Philippicus Vardaues, the Julian tin* Apostate of Mono-
thelitism.

